NOTES

Greetings from Millington!

As you can see we are still struggling in our recruiting efforts, directly affecting our apprentice level manning. We want to let you know we are still aggressively working towards closing the gap. Some of the initiatives we are still undertaking are:

- Aggressive pursuit of PACT Sailors
- Temporarily lowered ASVAB requirements (VE+AR+MK+MC = 188)
- Discontinue COVERT OUT opportunities
- RC2AC opportunities up to E-6 with 10 years
- Reviewing the 815A NEC request (NEOCs package) from CNIC
- Supporting the CNIC manpower working group
- Pursuit of re-class recruits

Finally, LT Gradom and I are in the process of turnover. Please welcome her to the Team here in Millington! It has been an absolute pleasure to work with you the past two years.
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